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A B S T R A C T   

Unwanted gas hydrates blockage is a threat to the safety of oil–gas pipeline systems. Deploying passive anti- 
hydrate surfaces is a promising approach to circumventing the long-lasting hydrate problem, and a precise 
understanding of the interactions between hydrate and solid surfaces is a prerequisite for the creation of such 
surfaces. In this work, the underlying mechanisms and the key influencing factors of hydrate adhesion are 
explored by large-scale molecular dynamics simulations. Hydrates with an intermediate layer (IML) containing 
varied gas content are brought to contact with solid surfaces having different levels of wettability and roughness. 
It is found that the final IML structure is dictated by the gas concentration. Enriching gas content in the vicinity of 
solid surfaces is crucial for lowering hydrate adhesion strength. The results indicate that forming a molecular gas 
layer or gas bubbles on solid surfaces can enable the automatic detachment of the eventually formed hydrate on a 
pipeline wall surface under the action of shear flow. This study manifests our approach of utilizing an interfacial 
gas-enrichment strategy (IGES) for weakening hydrate adhesion as a novel passive anti-hydrate surface design.   

1. Introduction 

Natural gas hydrate, also called clathrate hydrate, is one special form 
of cage-like water crystal structure with trapped small guest molecules 
of methane, propane, carbon dioxide, hydrogen sulfide and others 
[1–4]. It has been widely found in permafrost and deep-water sediments 
and is believed to account for total carbon storage more than twice that 
of traditional oil and gas resources [5–8]. Therefore, the rational and 
safe exploration of gas hydrate resources is of great significance for 
alleviating the energy crisis and optimizing energy sources. 

Undesirably, gas hydrates can also be found in the pipeline systems 
for transporting deep-water oil and gas resources. The formation and 
deposition of gas hydrates in pipelines often occur under special tem-
perature and pressure conditions, which may lead to catastrophic con-
sequences in flow assurance [9–13]. The nucleated hydrate particles in 
the moving multiphase fluid in pipelines inevitably collide with the pipe 
wall, hence followed by hydrate deposition in special areas [14–17]. 
Subsequently, the deposition of hydrates on the pipe wall induces hy-
drate growth, which reduces the inner diameter of the pipelines over 
time and drastically affects fluid flow velocity and flux in the pipeline 
[14,18]. In the last and final disastrous state, the formed hydrate bulk 
blocks the whole pipeline and induces extraordinarily high internal 

pressure, resulting in severe safety and leakage risks [19]. 
Hydrate nucleation requires a special condition of a gas and water 

phase coexistence [20–23]. Hydrate is unlikely to nucleate directly on 
solid surfaces [20,23,24]. Furthermore, it is proven that the whole 
process of hydrate nucleation is not affected by solid surfaces [21]. All 
these previous studies indicate that hydrate particles from flowing 
multiphase liquids are a widespread source of deposits on pipe walls. 
The deposition process of hydrates can usually be divided into the 
following two steps:  

i. Hydrate particles migrate and contact solid surfaces. This step is 
often described as a hydrate particle with a pre-melted layer (or 
called quasi-liquid layer, QLL) in contact with solid surfaces (water 
film may exist on the surfaces) by capillary action [25–27]. It is noted 
that the QLL on hydrate particles can facilitate its adhesion even 
without a pre-existing water film to the pipeline surface. This formed 
intermediate layer (IML) between hydrate particle and solid surface 
greatly affects the hydrate adhesion behavior and performance. At 
this stage of hydrate deposition, the formed liquid bridges and the 
Laplace pressure through capillary action determine the strength of 
the adhesion. 
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ii. Solidification takes place under suitable conditions. If the contacts 
between a hydrate particle and a solid surface occur under the con-
ditions of water condensation, namely in the appropriate tempera-
ture and pressure range for the formation of hydrate or ice, further 
solidification can be initiated [27]. The IML can thus be transformed 
into a solid phase, leading to the replacement of capillary action by 
solid bridging as confirmed by previous experiments [26,28]. 

Functional design of pipeline surfaces can be more economical and 
environmentally friendly than traditional hydrate plugging mitigation 
that uses chemicals or active heating [29–36]. Passive anti-hydrate 
surfaces that require no external force or energy inputs for realizing 
both deposition-suppressing and super-low hydrate adhesion can be the 
ultimate solution for hydrate blockage in pipelines. Embracing the 
knowledge in anti-icing, hydrophobic or superhydrophobic materials 
and designs have been proposed to reduce adhesion of hydrate [37–44]. 
Despite their similar appearance and density, the formation and 
decomposition of gas hydrate are to a great extent different from those of 
ice [45]. Because the two components of hydrate, namely water and gas 
molecules, have distinct molecular properties, hydrate formation re-
quires a strong driving force to break the phase interface between water 
and gas for mass transfer [20,22,46]. Meanwhile, hydrate decomposi-
tion occurs spontaneously and rapidly under ambient conditions due to 
phase separation of water and gas molecules. Hypothetically, enhancing 
water–gas phase separation, or weakening the driving force for mass 
transfer across phase interface is an effective approach for inhibiting 
hydrate nucleation and reducing hydrate adhesion. The underlying 
mechanisms and kinetic process of such adhesion-solidification as well 
as the key factors determining the adhesion strength between hydrate 
particles and solid surfaces remain unexplored. In this work, the 
adhesion-solidification process of a hydrate particle on solid surfaces is 
studied by Molecular Dynamics (MD) simulations, with a focus on the 
structural evolution of the intermediate layer between hydrate and solid 
surfaces. The results resolve the relationship between hydrate adhesion 
strength and its interfacial atomistic structures, seeding an interfacial 
gas-enrichment strategy (IGES) for lowering the adhesion and shedding 
new light on passive anti-hydrate surface design. 

2. Modeling and methods 

2.1. Model systems for hydrate adhesion-solidification process 

The hydrate adhesion-solidification process is modeled as a three- 
part system consisting of a prebuild hydrate lattice, IML, and a solid 
surface (Fig. 1). A detailed description of the modeling scenario is given 
in Section A in Supplementary. A standard prebuilt sI-structure hydrate 
with a volume of 4 × 4 × 3 lattices (2208 water molecules and 384 guest 
molecules) as the top layer of the system, capturing the atomistic fea-
tures of hydrate particles. The IMLs with an initial thickness of ~ 5 nm in 
all the systems contain the same number of 4600 water molecules, but 5 

different gas concentrations of 0 %, 25 %, 50 %, 100 %, and 200 %. 
Here, the water-guest ratio in standard sI hydrate (4600 water molecules 
and 800 guests) is taken as 100 % gas concentration. The IMLs model 
accounts for a wide range of non-gas to super-saturated gas concentra-
tion situations. The chosen initial IMLs thickness in this work is suffi-
cient to realize the hydrate adhesion-solidification process [47]. A solid 
surface with an FCC lattice structure is modeled as the bottom layer of 
the systems. Two representative solids surface types, termed S1 (lattice 
constant a1 = 3.649 Å) and S2 (lattice constant a2 = 4.158 Å), are 
chosen for the substrates [48]. In order to explore the effects of surface 
wettability, these two substrates have varied atomistic interaction 
strength with water in the system (Section B in Supplementary, 
Table S1) representing the surface wettability effect. Furthermore, both 
(100) and (211) crystal planes of each substrate are used for evaluating 
the possible lattice roughness effects in the final IML structure. There-
fore, 4 surface models are used in this study, termed S1(100), S1(211), 
S2(100) and S2(211), respectively. All the surfaces have a similar 
apparent area of ~ 25 nm2. 

As schematically shown in Fig. 1, the simulation box in all the sys-
tems has periodic boundary conditions, and a vacuum buffer separating 
atomistic interactions between the top of hydrate and the solid 
substrate. 

2.2. Force-fields and atomistic parameters 

The interactions of water molecules are described by the monatomic 
water model mW [49]. This water model uses the three-body Stillin-
ger–Weber (SW) potential to account for angle-dependent inter-atomic 
interactions in water, featuring hydrogen bonding [50]. The three-body 
interactions among the water molecules can correctly capture the tet-
rahedron structures of the hydrogen bonding network, which is crucial 
in the studies of hydrate and ice [51–57]. The guest molecules are 
described by the so-called “M” particle model, which is widely used to 
simulate small guest molecules, especially methane in hydrate [51,52]. 
The “M” particle interacts with other particles through the two-body SW 
potentials. The solid surface is fixed in position throughout the course of 
all the simulations. For the sake of simplicity, atoms in the solid surface 
only interact with water and gas via Lennard-Jones potential, with 
varied interaction strengths representing different surface wettability 
[23,48]. The corresponding detailed interaction parameters are given in 
Table S1 in the Supplementary. 

2.3. Simulation setting of achieving hydrate adhesion-solidification 
process 

All the MD simulations, including the adhesion-solidification process 
and the subsequent tensile test, are carried out using the LAMMPS 
(Large-scale Atomic/Molecular Massively Parallel Simulator) package 
[58]. All the systems are first subjected to energy minimization of the 
initial atomistic structure, followed by 1 ns equilibration for structural 
relaxation of the IML at 270 K. During the structural relaxation of the 
IML, the pre-built hydrate layer is fully immobilized. Due to the rela-
tively high temperature of 270 K, the IML is expected to establish 
harmonized interactions with the hydrate and the surface, guaranteeing 
stable initial simulation systems for the subsequent IML solidification 
process. 

All the systems used for hydrate adhesion-solidification process are 
then quenched to long equilibration at 210 K in the NVT ensemble. This 
temperature is chosen the same as in the previous studies to reproduce 
the hydrate and ice structures in the initial water layer with a compre-
hensive consideration of the molecular models, the water phase struc-
ture and the computational cost [48,51]. A Nose-Hoover thermostat is 
used for temperature control, with a coupling constant of 0.1 ps [59,60]. 
The time step in all the simulations is 10 fs. At least five independent 
runs (ten times for the pure water case) are performed for the IML so-
lidification process in each system with simulation time of 200 ns. The 

Fig. 1. Schematic of the simulation systems. The solid surface is shown as dark 
gray balls, guest molecules as white balls, amorphous water as orange sticks, 
and hydrate cage as red sticks. The color scheme applies to all snapshots in the 
following figures. The simulation box of the system is indicated by black 
framework. (For interpretation of the references to color in this figure legend, 
the reader is referred to the web version of this article.) 
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system properties are monitored and recorded during the whole simu-
lation. The final system snapshots at the end of the simulations are then 
collected for the tensile testing of hydrate adhesion. 

2.4. Tensile test of hydrate adhesion 

The force applied onto macroscopic hydrate in pipelines by gas or 
flow fluid is highly complex, which is challenging to capture using only 
atomistic modeling. In the detaching event of hydrate from its adhesion 
surface, breaking of the atomistic contacts at the adhesion interface is 
the first and key step. As such, the modeling of this study is to focus on 
capturing the initial separation of hydrate from substrates by using 
tensile testing. In order to study the adhesion strength of hydrate, the 
pre-built hydrate layer in the systems is subjected to tensile pulling force 
by a moving harmonic spring to realize the tensile test, as the same 
approaches in previous studies [45,61]. A harmonic spring with a force 
constant of 1 kcal/mol/Å2 is attached to the centre of mass of the pre- 
built hydrate and is set to move away from the immobilized solid sur-
face. A constant moving speed of 0.001 Å/fs is used. By doing so, the 
stretched harmonic spring applies a tensile force onto the hydrate to 
enable its separation from the solid surface. The force profile of the 
harmonic spring is monitored. The pulling force is constantly increasing 
until a sudden drop occurs signifying the hydrate fracture from the solid 
surface. All the tensile tests stop when the detachment of the hydrate 
happens. The hydrate adhesion strength is calculated by taking the 
highest pulling force recorded normalized by the initial surface area of 
the solid surface. Because all the tensile tests use the same spring pulling 
speed, the results obtained are comparable for evaluating the difference 
in adhesion strength [62]. 

3. Results and discussion 

3.1. Solidification of IML on different surfaces 

The structure of the IML significantly affects the hydrate adhesion 
[45]. The evolution of the IML structure in each system during the so-
lidification process is determined by various parameters, including gas 
content, surface wettability, roughness, and others. In addition, the 
wettability of the hydrate interface itself also has a significant impact on 
its evolution and structure [30,63–65], which is mainly reflected in the 
migration, adsorption and arrangement of water and gas molecules. For 

characterizing the IML structures, the Chill + algorithm is employed to 
identify the hydrate crystal structures in the water molecules [66]. 
Following the same approaches in previous studies [22,55], the number 
of water molecules in the hydrate crystal structure (N hydrate) is taken as 
the size of hydrate in each system, as shown in Fig. 2. 

The IML in each system indeed shows clear structural evolution 
during the solidification process, as indicated by direct comparison be-
tween the initial (t = 0 ns) and final (t = 200 ns) system snapshots 
(Fig. 2). There is an obvious top-down growth of hydrate crystal struc-
ture in the IML, indicating that the pre-built hydrate layer serves as a 
precursor of crystal structure seed. Except for one simulation sample 
containing 25 % guest molecules in the S1(100) system (Supplemen-
tary, section C), all the IMLs containing guest molecules are gradually 
transformed into cage structures of hydrate during the solidification 
process, disregarding the gas content. Interestingly, the IMLs containing 
only water molecules mostly form ice structures during the solidifica-
tion, except those systems with the solid surface S2 (100) (Fig. 2b). It is 
important to note that the ice nucleates always on the solid surface 
(heterogeneous nucleation) and grows towards the pre-built hydrate 
layer, namely a bottom-up ice growth direction, which is opposite to the 
hydrate growth direction in other systems. Because these systems have 
no gas molecules contained in IML, the ice nucleation and growth solely 
result from the interaction between the surface and water molecules in 
the IML. The difference of the systems in initiating ice formation is 
highly reproducible, as confirmed by 10 independent runs of each 
simulation. Without gas molecules, there is an obvious competition 
between hydrate top-down growth and ice bottom-up growth in the IML 
(Supplementary, section D). For the surface of S1(100), S1(211) and S2 
(211), ice growth starting from the surface dominates, consistent with 
previous studies [48]. For the special case of the S2(100), the combined 
effects of interactions between the surface with the water molecules, 
lattice arrangement and the surface roughness have delayed the ice 
nucleation and caused the full hydrate formation in the IML instead. This 
interesting phenomenon implies that templating crystal formation and 
control of the IML structure can be achieved through surface structural 
design, which can be an interesting future subject for investigation. 

The presence of guest gas molecules in IML always enhances the 
formation of hydrate structures in the IML, in line with the known sta-
bilizing effect of guest molecules on the hydrate cage structure 
[22,67,68]. A higher concentration of gas molecules results in faster 
hydrate growth in the IML, as shown in the monitored hydrate crystal 

Fig. 2. Solidification of IML with varied gas content on different surfaces. The four surfaces are labeled in each system as (a) with S1(100), (b) with S2 (100), (c) 
with S1 (211) and (d) with S2(211). The initial (t = 0 ns) and final (t = 200 ns) system snapshots are given in the figure for the comparison of IML structure before 
and after the solidification. The light and dark blue sticks are used to distinguish cubic and hexagonal ice identified by the Chill + algorithm respectively, and the 
color scheme also applies to all following pictures. The evolution of hydrate crystal sizes represented by the number of water molecules in hydrate (N hydrate) in the 
systems is given in the plots. Mean value of the raw data is shown as a solid color line, with the corresponding standard deviations of all independent runs given as 
similar faded colors. The legends give the content of the gas in the IML. (For interpretation of the references to color in this figure legend, the reader is referred to the 
web version of this article.) 
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size profiles during the simulation in Fig. 2(a-d). Different gas molecule 
content and distribution also result in different final solidified IML 
structures. Due to the heterogeneity of gas molecular spatial distribu-
tion, the final hydrate structure in the IML tends to be composed of many 
smaller filled and empty hydrate cage clusters with random orientations. 
These structures, especially the empty cages, agree with previous studies 
on the effect of the mass-transfer-limited process [69]. That is, the so-
lidified water structure such as hydrate limits the gas mass transfer to fill 
the newly formed cages. Particularly, the IML with saturated (100 %) 
and supersaturated (200 %) gas molecules form obvious gas bubbles 
alongside the hydrate structure (snapshots, Fig. 2a-d). Depending on the 
wettability of the solid surface, the gas bubble can be trapped in the 
hydrate structure or dwell on the solid surface (forming a gas adsorption 
layer). Because surface S2 is more hydrophilic than S1, the final solid-
ified IMLs in S2 adsorb more water molecules adjacent to the surface 
than those in S1, regardless of either on (100) or (211) faces. The high 
hydrophilicity of S2 also results in the exclusion of the gas molecule 
adjacent to the surface by water molecules, which is a driving force for 
gas bubble formation. In comparison, the lower hydrophilicity of S1 
results in gas molecules dispersing more evenly on the surface, forming a 
gas adsorption layer. These differences in the composition and structure 
of the IML profoundly affect interface mechanical properties, which are 
studied by the subsequent tensile tests. 

3.2. Tensile test to determine hydrate adhesion strength on solid surfaces 

Tensile tests are carried out to determine the hydrate adhesion 
strength. With increasing pulling force, the hydrate layer with the IML is 
finally detached from the solid surface, as system snapshots are shown in 
Fig. 3. Here, all the water molecules in the hydrate and IML are 
completely detached from the solid surface, meaning the adhesion 
failure occurs at the IML-solid interface. It is worth noting that only the 
pre-built hydrate layer is directly subjected to the pulling force. The fully 
dewetting of water molecules in both the hydrate layer and the IML from 
the solid surfaces results from the strong non-bonded interactions 
among the water molecules, namely the hydrogen bonding network, 
which agrees with the previous nanoscale de-icing simulation results 
[61]. 

In comparison to the water molecules, the guest gas molecules in the 
IML have relatively weak interactions, which leads to residual gas 
molecules on the solid surfaces after the detachment (system snapshots, 
Fig. 3). The number of residual gas molecules remaining on the surfaces 
depends on the concentration of gas molecules in the IML and the 
wettability of the solid surface. Generally, higher gas concentration 
leads to more residual gas molecules, because of the higher possibility of 
gas molecules being excluded from the solid surface during the top- 
down hydrate growth process. It is surprising that the amount of 

residual gas molecules is also affected by surface wettability, as fewer 
residual gas molecules are found on surface S2 than S1. That is to say, 
fewer residual gas molecules are found on more hydrophilic surfaces. 
Remarkably, no residual gas was observed on S2(100) with IML con-
taining 25 % and 50 % guest gas molecules. The guest gas molecules in 
these two systems are excluded away from the surfaces by a dense layer 
of water molecules owing to the hydrophilicity of S2(100). Gas mole-
cules are completely encapsulated inside the hydrate structure formed 
during IML solidification. In systems with saturated and supersaturated 
gas concentrations in IMLs, residual gas molecules on the surfaces are 
always found due to water–gas phase separation and volume exclusion 
of the top-down hydrate growing front. 

The adhesion strength of the IML is indeed greatly affected by the 
final solidified IML structure. As depicted by the force profiles in Fig. 3, 
the highest adhesion forces are observed for systems with IMLs of pure 
ice (IMLs with 0 % gas content in Fig. 3a, c and d). In sharp contrast, the 
highest adhesion force obtained in systems with IML of hydrate structure 
features a roughly 50 % decrease (IMLs with 0 % gas content in Fig. 3b), 
as confirmed by multiple independent runs shown in Supplementary 
Figure S4. This observation is consistent with results from previous 
studies, namely pure ice structure has nearly double adhesion strength 
on solid surfaces as that of hydrate structure without trapped gas mol-
ecules [45]. The adhesion strength of hydrate decreases with the in-
crease of gas content in the IML, as confirmed by force profiles in Fig. 3 
and Supplementary Figure S4. Considering the residual gas on the sur-
faces discussed above, the hydrate adhesion strength is determined by 
the molecular composition and local structure adjacent to the solid 
surfaces. The changes in the distribution of different molecules, espe-
cially gas molecules, greatly affected the adhesion of hydrate on solid 
surfaces. For gas content higher than 200 % in the IML not modeled in 
this work, hydrate adhesion strength is thus expected to further 
decrease. 

3.3. The effect of surfaces wettability on gas and hydrate adhesion 

The gas content in the IML has shown a profound impact on hydrate 
adhesion (Fig. 3). The distribution of gas molecules in the solidified IML, 
especially those adjacent to the solid surface, yet is determined by the 
surface wettability. It is thus important to decipher the complex rela-
tionship between surface wettability and the resulting molecular 
composition and structure of the IML, and further with the corre-
sponding hydrate adhesion strength. 

The adjacent molecular layer to the solid surface directly influences 
hydrate adhesion strength. As summarized in Fig. 4(a), high gas content 
in the IML leads to low hydrate adhesion strength in all the systems. 
There are six typical patterns of adjacent layers of molecules to the solid 
surfaces observed, as shown in Fig. 4(b). Water film adjacent layer is 

Fig. 3. Tensile test of hydrates on the four solid surfaces. (a) S1(100), (b) S2(100), (c) S1(211) and (d) S2(211). Representative system snapshots are included with 
the hydrate layer and the solidified IML right after being detached from the solid surfaces. Characteristic force profiles monitored during the tensile testing on each 
surface are plotted with legends showing the gas content in the IML. 
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commonly observed on relatively more hydrophilic surfaces (type S2) 
with lower gas content (empty hydrate pattern also contains similar 
water film at the IML-solid interface, Fig. 4(b)). In cases of super-
saturating gas content in the IML, the adjacent layer on more hydro-
philic surfaces often contains a gas bubble generated during the 
solidification process of the IML. On less hydrophilic surfaces (type S1), 
gas cushion adjacent layer is common monitored. For the systems 
forming ice in IML, the adjacent layer has an ice-like lattice structure. 
Overall, pure ice lattice adjacent layers associate with the highest hy-
drate adhesion strengths, while adjacent layers of water film, mixture, 
gas bubbles and gas cushion lead to sequentially lowered hydrate 
adhesion strength. Such order indicates that hydrate adhesion strength 
decrease with increasing interfacial gas content. When the multi-layer 
gas adsorption is formed on the interface, the IML-solid interface will 
transform into a gas interface, resulting in minimum adhesion strength. 
Given that pressure could also potentially alter the final structure of the 
IML, an additional set of IML solidification simulations under pressure of 
100 bar are performed. The evolution process and the final pattern of the 
interfacial layer under pressure are found to be consistent with the 
above models without pressure. These new simulations further confirm 
the significance of the results of IML formation. Detailed information on 
the simulations under pressure is provided in Section F of the Supple-
mentary Materials. 

It is important to highlight the role of the surface wettability, namely 
the relative affinity of gas or water molecules to the surface, in the 
formation of the different adjacent molecular layers. Specifically, a high 
percentage of gas molecules in the adjacent molecular layer favors low 
hydrate adhesion strength, which is yet restricted by high surface hy-
drophilicity for the propensity of accumulating adjacent water films. 
The most obvious example of such a competing effect is exhibited by the 
similar adhesion strengths monitored on the S2(100) with 0 %, 25 % 
and 50 % gas content in the IML (Fig. 4a). Increasing gas content in the 
IML does not result in decreasing adhesion strength in these three sys-
tems, because the high surface hydrophilicity of S2(100) leads to the 
same tightly bound water adjacent layers. A similar example can be seen 
on the S2(211) surface with IML containing 0 %, 25 % and 50 % gas 
molecules, despite that S2(211) can trigger ice formation in the IML 
with 0 % gas content and result in even higher ice adhesion strength. For 
systems with high gas content in the IML (100 % and 200 %), the surface 
wettability effect on the hydrate adhesion strength is less pronounced. In 
these systems, hydrate adhesion strength monitored is generally low due 
to the weak interactions of the gas molecules in the adjacent molecular 
layer. Nevertheless, the high hydrophilicity of the S2(211) surface can 
still lock a few water molecules in the adjacent molecular layer in the 
case of IML with 200 % gas content, resulting in gas bubble and slightly 
higher hydrate adhesion strength than those with pure gas cushion 

layers (Fig. 4a). For surface S1, the relatively low surface hydrophilicity 
always results in gas cushion adjacent layer, and subsequently low hy-
drate adhesion strength. It is worth noting that surface roughness can 
also enhance hydrate adhesion. The atomistic rougher surface (211) 
plane yields slightly higher hydrate adhesion strength than the surface 
(100), given the same adjacent molecular layer. 

3.4. The effect of surfaces wettability on the interfacial water 

Without gas molecules in the adjacent molecular layer, amorphous 
water film and ice lattice clearly lead to varied adhesion strength. 
Further elucidating the relationship between surface wettability and the 
structures of IML without gas is yet another important step for under-
standing the interaction of hydrates with solid surfaces. 

Given that the smooth (100) lattice face can allow either ice or hy-
drate formation in the IML (S1(100) and S2(100) in Fig. 2a and 2b), 
water freezing process on the same surface is further explored with 
varied surface hydrophilicity. Specifically, pure water freezing simula-
tions are carried out on surfaces with varied interaction strength (εws) at 
three temperatures of 210 K, 220 K and 230 K, as shown in Fig. 5. The 
adjacent layer of the water molecules on the solid surface is then char-
acterized for the total molecule number and its structure. 

There is a linear correlation between water contact angle on smooth/ 
flat surfaces and adhesion strength of ice – the lower the adhesion 
strength of ice on a more hydrophobic solid surface [70,71]. Our 
atomistic simulations also show the same results at the nanoscale, the 
number of water molecule changes in the adjacent layer affected by the 
surface hydrophilicity is shown in Fig. 5(a). Decreasing surface εws, 
namely increasing surface hydrophobicity, results in decreasing water 
molecules in the adjacent layer on the solid surface at different tem-
peratures. Such a trend in water molecule distribution on the surfaces is 
further confirmed by the radial distribution function (RDF) of water 
molecules from solid surfaces, as shown in Fig. 5(b). The height of the 
first peak in the RDF profiles decreases with the decrease of the εws 
value. The result indicates that lower εws lead to a looser adjacent water 
layer. Interestingly, surfaces with higher εws values also have a higher 
probability of ice formation in the IML. At 210 K, ice formation is 
observed on all the surfaces except in a few cases with low εws (Fig. 5a). 
At a relatively higher temperature of 220 K, ice forms only on surfaces 
with high εws values. It is clear from the result that temperature also has 
a significant effect on the final structure of the IML, namely determining 
formation of ice or amorphous water structures. Nevertheless, the 
pattern of linear decrease in the amount of interfacial water with the 
increase of surface hydrophobicity is consistent. As discussed above, in 
the absence of pre-existing hydrate and guest molecules, there is no 
observation of the transformation of amorphous water into hydrate 

Fig. 4. Hydrate adhesion strength and the underlying adjacent molecular layer to the solid surfaces (a) Adhesion strengths of various IML on different solid surfaces. 
Hydrate adhesion strengths obtained from IMLs with the same gas content share the same color in the plot. The raw data are shown in spherical dots, while the mean 
values are shown in diamond dots with an error bar indicating the standard deviation. Each sample point in the ice zone means that at least one stable ice cluster 
formation is observed in the corresponding simulated trajectory. (b) Six typical adjacent molecular layer patterns of ice lattice, empty hydrate, water film, mixture, 
gas bubble and gas cushion, are observed in the systems. 
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water cages and no further competitive growth of top-down hydrate and 
bottom-up ice in the IML. Therefore, delayed ice formation on surfaces 
facilitates the transformation of IML to hydrate structures, and thus 
lowers hydrate adhesion strength. It should be noted that formation of 
ice always leads to an increase in the number of water molecules in the 
adjacent water layer to the solid surfaces with the same εws (Fig. 5c). The 
increasing number of water molecules or the increased spatial distri-
bution density of water in the adjacent layer is the molecular origin 
underpinning the elevated adhesion strength of the water structure on 
the solid surface. 

3.5. Interfacial gas-enrichment strategy (IGES) for lowering hydrate 
adhesion 

The above results indicate that enrichment of gas in the adjacent 
molecular layer on solid surfaces can significantly weaken the surface 
wettability-controlled hydrate adhesion strength. Considering that gas 
bubbles were often found on solid surfaces in previous experimental 

studies [72–75], it is rational to take the maximization of gas content on 
solid surfaces as a practical strategy in the design of anti-hydrate sur-
faces, termed the interfacial gas-enrichment strategy (IGES). For quan-
tifying surface performance following the design strategy depicted in 
Fig. 6(a), a crucial surface property, namely surface gas coverage (Rgc), 
can be defined: 

Rgc =
Sgas

Shydrate  

where Shydrate is the apparent contact area of hydrate particle deposition 
on solid surfaces, and Sgas is the area of the gas region on the same 
surface. Considering the hydrodynamic shear force generated from the 
oil/gas flow in pipelines, there should be a critical gas coverage (Rcgc) 
which enables hydrate automatic detachment from the solid pipe wall 
surface: 

Rcgc =
Sc

gas

Shydrate 

Fig. 5. Influence of surface hydrophobicity on water molecules close to solid surfaces. (a) The number of water molecules in the adjacent layer on surfaces with 
varied surface interaction strength εws at different temperatures. (b) Radial distribution functions (RDF) of water molecules on surfaces with varied εws. (c) Com-
parison of water structure before and after icing occurs. Icing increases the areal density of water molecules adjacent to the surface. 

Fig. 6. Conceptual interfacial gas-enrichment strategy (IGES) for anti-hydrate surface design. (a) Schematic of surface gas coverage (Rgc) and critical gas coverage 
(Rcgc) for enabling automatic hydrate detachment. (b) Nanobubble-based approach to achieve IGES. (c) Schematic of hypothetical continuous gas film coverage. 
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Here, Sc
gas denotes the critical gas coverage on a specific solid surface 

for the automatic hydrate detachment. As such, hydrate adhesion 
strength, defined as shearing stress (τ) similar to previous anti-icing 
studies [40], should be reversely correlated with Rgc on different sur-
faces. For the realization of spontaneous hydrate detachment, a surface 
should then enable the critical shear strength (τc) lower than the 
shearing stress applied by the flowing fluids in pipelines. In practice, τc 

depends on the material properties of the solid surfaces, namely Rcgc, as 
well as the fluid properties and dynamics of the flow, which should be 
quantified in different pipelines. 

The proposed IGES can be realized by taking advantage of previous 
experimental observations, for example, the pinning effect [74,76] of 
nanobubbles underwater as shown in Fig. 6(b). Ideally, continuous or 
semi-continuous gas film on solid surfaces is the ultimate goal of anti- 
hydrate surfaces designed following IGES, as shown in Fig. 6(c). In 
such an idealistic situation, clean surfaces or always dry pipeline wall 
can be achieved as the solution to the hydrate blockage problem. It is 
important to highlight the contradictory conclusions derived from 
various studies on the hydrate promotion by gas bubbles on solid sur-
faces. Some studies indicate gas bubbles can promote hydrate formation 
under specific conditions depending on surface morphology and cur-
vature of the nanobubbles [20,46], while others suggest otherwise 
[20,21,24]. The contradictory results certainly need further in-depth 
investigations. Nevertheless, high gas content on solid surfaces hinder-
ing hydrate adhesion strength, namely the basis of the IGES, is valid for 
the realization of automatic hydrate detachment in anti-hydrate surface 
design. 

There are clear advantages in adopting IGES for anti-hydrate sur-
faces, for example, the greatly reduced hydrate adhesion strength 
resulting from the adjacent gas-rich layer, the inhibition of ice formation 
and prevention of resulting super-strong adhesion, the replenishable gas 
molecules from the flow in the pipeline without extra chemicals, just to 
name a few. The key of the proposed interfacial gas-enrichment strategy 
does not rely on the gas flow onto the surface after hydrate formation, 
but rather on the surface wettability. The concept of IGES contains the 
control of surface wettability as an important approach for surface 
design, indicating hydrophobic or superhydrophobic materials can be 
good candidates for anti-hydrate surfaces. New materials solutions 
following the IGES can be realized starting from those already available 
in experimental testing [77–79], which is subjected to the next steps of 
this study. 

3.6. Interpretation of roughness effects on gas accumulation 

Rough surface structures have potential in gas accumulation for 
lowering hydrate adhesion. It is known that superhydrophobic surfaces 
with hierarchical structures for the Cassie-Baxter wetting state have a 
great capacity for surface gas storage [77,78,80–82]. However, the hi-
erarchical structures of superhydrophobic surfaces are known to suffer 
from insufficient durability, which could be vital to the application of 
anti-hydrate inside pipelines [83–85]. Given that a fraction of gas 
molecules for constructing the adjacent molecular layer on solid surfaces 

is already significant for reducing hydrate adhesion, hierarchical surface 
roughness might not be a prerequisite for IGES. As shown in Fig. 7, an 
increase in the true surface area of solid surfaces results in an increase in 
gas content in the adjacent molecular layer. The (211) surface plane is 
rougher than the (100) plane, and thus larger true surface area. The 
capacity gain due to the increase in the true surface area is non-linear for 
gas and water molecules and is more conducive to gas accumulation. For 
the same given number of water molecules in the adjacent molecular 
layer, there are generally more gas molecules in the adjacent layer on 
the (211) plane than on the (100) plane, as shown in Fig. 7(a). It is 
expected that such a phenomenon is even more obvious on surfaces with 
higher hydrophobicity, as water molecules need to sacrifice the chances 
of forming hydrogen bonds with other water molecules to stay on the 
surface. For the specific (211) plane roughness, gas molecules are thus 
more likely to be found in the grooves of the lattice plane, as shown in 
Fig. 7(c). The increasing population of gas molecules (decreasing of 
water molecules) on both (100) and (211) plane of the S1 and S2 sur-
face ultimately leads to gas adjacent layer and fatally weakens hydrate 
adhesion (Fig. 7b). 

4. Conclusions 

In this work, the solidification of the intermediate layer (IML) with 
varied gas content is investigated by molecular dynamics simulations. 
The solidified IML structure is strongly correlated to the solid surface 
properties and the gas concentration. By applying a tensile force to 
quantify the adhesion strength of hydrate, the results elucidate the 
importance of molecular composition and surface wettability to hydrate 
adhesion strength. The results show that both hydrate and ice can form 
in the IML, indicating delayed ice heterogeneous nucleation by surface 
design favors hydrate formation in the IML and subsequently lowers 
hydrate adhesion. It is found here that high gas content in the adjacent 
molecular layer on solid surfaces is crucial for low hydrate adhesion 
strength, which could be a viable mechanism for the design and fabri-
cation of anti-hydrate surfaces. Particularly, an interfacial gas- 
enrichment strategy (IGES) is promoted for anti-hydrate surfaces, with 
a well-defined parameter of critical gas coverage (Rcgc) for realizing 
automatic hydrate detachment from the future anti-hydrate surfaces. 
How to realize the IGES for practical application is still an open question 
awaiting further experimental exploration. The results in this work seed 
the concept of utilizing gas molecules for weakening hydrate adhesion, 
which provides inspiration also for related studies on other low adhesion 
surfaces. 
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Fig. 7. Surfaces roughness effect on interfacial gas 
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the adjacent molecular layer at the end of each 
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cules in the adjacent molecular layer, surfaces with 
(211) plane tend to have more gas molecules. (b) 
Hydrate adhesion strength changes with the number 
of water molecules in the adjacent molecular layer. (c) 
Representative of gas molecule distribution after so-
lidification on S2(100) and S2(211) with 100% gas 
content in the IML. More gas molecules are commonly 
monitored on (211) surfaces. Red and blue triangles 

in (c) mark the source of the snapshot in (a). (For interpretation of the references to color in this figure legend, the reader is referred to the web version of this article.)   
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